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Paseos de Intramuros: A Guidebook to Manila's Walled City / Jose Victor Z. Torres
Vibal Foundation, Inc., Philippines 2023
xii, 116p.
Includes Index.
9789719708483
$ 25.00 / null
250 gm.
Paseos  de  Intramuros:  A  Guidebook  to  Manila’s  Walled  City  is  a  definitive
guidebook to the famed Walled City that covers over 50 buildings, monuments,
and historical sites. A complete yet compact travel guide, the book contains
detailed itineraries, maps, and up-to-date information for tourists who either wish
to explore only the highlights of Intramuros or who can spend the entire day
immersing themselves in the rich culture and history of  the former locus of
Spanish imperial power in Asia for over three centuries. Entertaining historical
narratives accompany descriptions of  key landmarks such as Fort  Santiago,
Baluarte de San Diego, Plaza Moriones, and San Agustin Church. Whether you
want to wander around the cobblestoned streets of Intramuros, visit heritage
houses, historical monuments, and ancient churches, or relive the fascinating
history of old Manila, Paseos de Intramuros: A Guidebook to Manila’s Walled City
makes sure you experience all that Intramuros has to offer.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=858511
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Jakarta – Always Welcoming You: Guidebook / N / A
Ministry of Tourism & Creative Economy Republic of Indonesia, Indonesia 2020
152p.

$ 30.00 / null
200 gm.
Jakarta. The capital city of the Republic of Indonesia, a huge, sprawling
metropolis, home to over 10 million people with diverse ethnic group
backgrounds from all over the green archipelago. Located on the northwest of
Java Island, the city has rapidly expanded through the years - drive down a
wide avenue decorated with skyscrapers one minute, and you'll suddenly find
yourself squeezed into a small street with food carts and motorbikes. Ride a
bike around the Old Town, then enjoy a fine-dining experience in the SCBD the
next hour. With its many faces, Jakarta is a dynamic city with extensive
history, containing hundreds of moments. Just like a flower in full bloom, each
petal tells a beautiful story - all you have to do is seek, and Jakarta will open
itself to you. Welcome home.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=859381
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Experience the Majestic Yogyakarta and Beyond: Guidebook / N / A
Ministry of Tourism & Creative Economy, Republic of Indonesia, Indonesia 2019
136p.

$ 30.00 / null
200 gm.
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The royal city of Yogyakarta is one of Asia’s treasures; a city that reveals the
Island’s cultural and intellectual personality. Put it all together and you have
Indonesia's coolest, most liveable and lovable city, with street art, galleries,
coffee shops, and abundant cultural attractions - like Indonesia's most
important archaeological sites, Borobudur and Prambanan.
From history to natural beauty for tourism to experiences, prepare yourself to
discover the majestic culture of Yogyakarta and beyond.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=859382
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Bandung: Feel the Modern Nostalgia / N / A
Ministry of Tourism & Creative Economy, Republic of Indonesia, Indonesia 2020
136p.

$ 30.00 / null
200 gm.
Bandung is an outstanding holiday destination, all-year-round. The weather is
lovely, and the ambiance is cozy. Overall, it is a more laid-back destination
compared to Jakarta.
Being a full-blown city where a lot of elements are intertwined, there are
many ways you can do to have the best experience from this not-so-hidden
gem. It is an excellent getaway spot for experiencing a perfect balance of
nature, culture, modern features, and everything in between. Not to mention
the abundant amount of historical discoveries you can witness.
Now, let’s explore the city of modern nostalgia!
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=859383
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Hiking Made Easy in Oman: A Guide to Exploring the Sultanate's Natural Beauty,
for Beginners, Families and Enthusiasts / Eva Kozak
Mazoon Printing Publishing & Packaging LLC, Oman
152p.
9789999200561
$ 95.00 / null
750 gm.
Hiking Made Easy in Oman is the first ever essential guide yo discovering this
country’s abundant and unique natural beauty, written specially with beginners,
families and outdoor enthuasiasts in mind.
The 30+ hikes and several camping trips featured in this bok have been tried and
tested personally by the author, Eva Kozak, her husband, and their daughter,
who was 11 when they moved to Oman. In other words, they’ve made all the
mistakes, so you don’t have to!
Adventure is just a page-turn away, with a combination of personal stories and
practical  tips,  including  meticulously  compiled  Google  Maps  coordinates,
information on duration, distance and difficulty level of each hike, plus additional
guidance, like camping checklists,  where to shop for outdoor gear in Oman,
sample itineraries and more. Whether you’re a newbie hiker, well-seasoned or
taking your young family out for the first  time, with this book, you will  feel
confident to take on hikers and camping trips that may have previously felt out of
reach. And, of course, you’ll  be rewarded with breathtaking views, access to
Oman’s bountiful outdoors, and memories to keep for a lifetime.
https://www.marymartin.com/web?pid=857526
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Please send us your official purchase order by e-mail/fax/post. We shall despatch
the books to you. On receipt of the books in good condition, you can send us your
Payment by Cheque/Wire Transfer. Credit Card Payments are accepted through
paypal. For Postage & Packing - Actuals are charged. You can check the Postage
at  www.singpost.com. If you need any further clarification, please do contact us.
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